Neoregelia carolinae, a bromeliad with an intensely scarlet center.

Bringing the Garden Indoors
by Elvin McDonald
THE INDOOR GARDEN
While weather in the Northwest is unpredictable, growing plants
indoors overcomes nature’s limitations. Indoor plants are decorative
- and clean the air as well. And a greenhouse moreover lets you grow
varieties of plants, often rare and unusual, when you emulate the
conditions of their natural habitats. You can even produce exotic
foods out of season should you wish. Above all, indoor gardening
makes possible the joy of mingling with plants in every season.

Learn from an expert: attend the NHS lecture
“Real Gardeners Grow Houseplants” by Elvin
McDonald on February 7th. Details on page 11.

Gardening indoors has been a passion of mine for most of my
life, beginning in the Oklahoma panhandle on a cold, windy
October day in 1940 when Mama explained we must prepare
the garden for a killing frost that very night. My response as a
three-year-old was to transplant a bean seedling - a “volunteer” into a tin can of soil and to grow it in a sunny kitchen window
all the ensuing winter. Now, fifty-four years later, I am still
bringing plants indoors against the possibility of freeze - and
proud to stand up and say, “Real gardeners grow houseplants.”
In fact, it is my personal understanding of the gardener’s life that
what goes on indoors is as important to the success of the garden
as what happens outdoors. At certain times in life the gardener is
out of business unless the activity is brought to window or
continued on page 2
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electric light; this can be momentary, such as in the dark of
night or in beastly weather, or permanent, in an apartment or
other living situation with no gardening space outdoors.
Until the mid 1960’s - after Yd written books about houseplants
and gardening under lights - I thought there were four garden¬
ing seasons: winter, spring, summer, and fall. Then I was lucky
enough to edit Adelma Grenier Simmons’ book Herb Gardening
in Five Seasons and to learn about the fifth season, the holidays.
This concept puts a hopeful spin on the outlook for the period
bounded by Halloween and New Year’s, and places emphasis on
celebrating the harvest by weaving, tying, drying, making
wreaths and swags so as to make the house look and smell more
like a garden.
It is the first day of December as I write. The outdoor garden
scene through the window beyond my writing table is filled
with Rosa ‘Mutabilis’ and ‘Climbing Cecile Brunner’, two old
roses almost never without new flowers in a subtropical climate.
The morning sun is hazy but promising; last night’s low in the
30’s will be forgotten by lunch and by afternoon the gardeners presently spreading compost in my beds - will be sweating as
they set pansies, violas, snapdragons, delphiniums, nasturtiums,
and dianthus. Yet even at the deep South, Third Coast latitude
of Houston, Texas, the days fade noticeably earlier as we
approach the longest night.
Now that my windows and doors all open directly to an outdoor

have ceased becoming longer. Pots of paper-white narcissus an

garden, I am constantly reminded of seasonal changes. No

amaryllis, cyclamen and primula affirm the passage from an old

matter that the weather is a bit balmy in late fall - there will still

to a new gardening season,

be swoops of migrating birds swirling to and from several

like the transcendence from

feeding stations. During the thirty years I spent as a high-rise

death to life that happens over

apartment dweller in New York City, the diminishing days of

winter in a compost pile.

fall combined with the approach of the Christmas season often

Winter is a great time to enjoy

put me in a state of unrest if not outright dis-ease. You might say

gardening with your

I suffered SADS, for Seasonal Affective Disorder Syndrome,

houseplants. After grooming,

during the years my children were growing up and leaving

position each plant to show off

home.

its beauty and best provide its

Eventually I invoked Mrs. Simmons’ fifth season and vowed to

cultural needs. Read books and

fight back, by spending more time gardening in flourescent-

magazines. Study catalogues.

lighted spaces, doing hopeful

Place orders. Write out labels

things such as planting bulbs

for what you have ordered,

in pots, starting topiary

thus saving time that will become more precious later. Make up

training projects with English

potting mixes to have at the ready. Prepare for the potting,

ivies, reorganizing the veri¬

repotting, transplanting, dividing, layering, and the multitude of

table garden work center I

activities that become increasingly timely as the days grow

kept disguised in the family

longer and brighter, toward spring.

kitchen - and spending more

Protect everything from cold drafts. Boost humidity and air

daylight hours running in

circulation. Water with caution - sometimes plants need more,

Central Park.

sometimes less - it depends on the weather and other factors

By the time the first day of

Avoid extremes with regard to soil moisture. Go easy with

winter begins there is also in

fertilizer.

the gardener a glimmering

Winter is rather what holds the gardening year together, for it is

awareness that now the nights

when a gardener by instinct does long-range planning, jots
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Pwn planting schemes, and

energies: members of the amaryllis family such as hippeastrum,

sets out target dates for various

clivia, agapanthus, and cyrtanthus, also gesneriads, begonias,

activities. It’s a time for

bromeliads, and cacti and other succulents.

puttering, which to me means

Fall is one of my favorite seasons for houseplants. It’s the time

getting organized according to

to bring them in from outdoors (do this before activating the

my motto, “Don’t put it down,

heating system), to acquire new plants from specialist growers,

put it away.” This is how I get

and maybe to rearrange the furniture, so that window light and

my tools and supplies curated,

plant needs are more in balance for the new season of house

the catologues past sorted off

gardening.

and the new ones arranged so

Streptocarpus ‘Constant Nymph’

Clean the windows so that more sunlight penetrates room

that I can go through them in orderly fashion. As orders are

interiors; remove the screens if possible. If growing with

made and new plans drawn, I write - using an indelible ink pen -

fluorescent lights, replace tubes after one year of regular use (or

any important future dates in my datebook/organizer, the same

before the ends are seriously blackened). As outdoor activities

book I use to keep business and personal appointments. On the

wind down, lay in supplies for indoors. Pots. Soil Ingredients.

appropriate pages will be noted the dates to sow begonia seeds,

Stakes. Raffia ties. Pebbles and mosses for top-dressing. Plant

repot gloxinia tubers, and check the amaryllis waiting in a

bulbs; paper whites will be first to bloom, in a few weeks. Also

pantry until flower buds show.

pot new bulbs of Dutch amaryllis. Make up pots of pre-cooled

Winter means also starting seeds, often the rarest, or choicest, or

Dutch bulbs or set the regular ones recommended for forcing in

tiniest that one has accumulated. I make an honest effort at

the vegetable crisper of the refrigerator for eight to twelve

going through all my leftovers and either planting or dispatch¬

weeks (or until roots show through the drain holes). If you have

ing them to the compost.

an outdoor garden, potted-up bulbs can be brought along there,

By the first day of spring, expansion is the rule, and the indoor

letting nature take its course until time for forcing to begin

gardener is for a moment nearly invincible. Sow almost any seed,

inside.

e almost any cutting, divide, repot, prune - all with impunity,
ot and top pruning, together with some fresh potting soil,
and a size or two larger pot as necessary - these treatments are
almost guaranteed to produce satisfying results.
Confront persistent problems: for example, any stressed-out
houseplant that struggles constantly with mealybugs, brown
scale, or red spider mites. If the stress can be identified and the
conditions improved, opportunistic insects will abate. Stress is a
many-splendored thing; for houseplants it is often too little
light, too much heat, not enough humidity, soil kept too dry for
roots to assimilate nutrients, or soil kept standing in water.
Summer: there is the reality
Elvin McDonald

that summer moves the focus
of most gardeners outdoors;
houseplants left inside must
fend for themselves. At the
very least, take houseplants

A variety of plants and containers

outdoors and gently rinse their
Elvin McDonald is the author of more than fifty books and has been garden editor of
a syndicated newspaper columnist for many years. After recently
moving to Houston, he has become garden editor of Houston Life, a monthly
magazine and a weekly television program. His latest book, The New Houseplant:
Bringing the Garden Indoors, was published in 1993 by Macmillan.

leaves rain-fresh. When I lived

House Beautiful and

in a apartment there was no
way three hundred potted
plants could be taken outdoors,
so a trip to the bathtub or
kitchen sink sufficed.
If feasible, summer is when
flowering houseplants need to
be outside to recharge their
Terrarium with Sinningia concinna
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Keep those houseplants blooming
Average home environments often in the
winter are characterized by low humidity
levels (fifteen to twenty percent) and
during other seasons by medium levels in
the range of forty to fifty percent. This
mid-range is best for most houseplants.
To increase humidity levels to medium or
high (fifty to seventy percent) levels when
needed, one can use a humidifier or a
humidity tray, which consists of a layer of
small pebbles in a shallow container (at
Justicia carnea has a striking pink inflorescence.

least four inches larger in diameter than
the pot) holding water. A humidity tray

Hoya bella, shapely and easy to grow with elegant,
fragrant flowers.

should be filled with water just below the

F

surface of the pebbles. To avoid root

Always water dry soil with clean water

diseases, a plant container should not sit

before fertilizing to prevent burning the

JL_ lowering houseplants can be an

in water, and water should be regularly

roots. The following chart outlines

enjoyable achievement and a great

changed. When plants require low

optimum environmental conditions to

challenge. Understanding optimum

humidity, it is advisable to use a dehu-

achieve flowering for a variety of

conditions (light, temperature, moisture,

midifier.

houseplants.

humidity, and nutrients) for flowering is

Nutrients are usually provided by fertiliz¬

the key to success.

ers. Fertilize during the active growing

Light is vital to induce flowering in most

season of March through October per

plants. There are three general categories

label instructions. For more consistent

of light. Low light: areas near north¬

nutrient availability, use fertilizer half the

facing windows or in the interior of

recommended strength twice as often.

rooms with east, south, or west-facing
windows. Indirect light: areas as close as
possible to a south, west, or east window
without receiving any direct light or less
than four hours of direct exposure to the
sun. Direct light: full sunlight exposure of
more than four hours.
Houseplants generally tolerate average
house temperature when growing. Plants
may need specific temperatures to flower,
however.
Moisture is best provided by a thorough
drenching and then draining of any
excess water. Frequency varies by plant
and container size. Moist soil should be
just dry to the touch before re-drenching.
Moderately moist soil should dry down to
one-half to one inch. Moderately dry soil
should be allowed to dry at least an inch.
Dry soil is allowed to dry about halfway

A fruiting pineapple, a bromeliad to enjoy and eat.

down the container.
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Regina Grubb teaches horticultural classes at
Granite Falls High School in Washington and is
a consultant and speaker with special expertise
in interiorscapes. She holds a degree in Landscape
Horticulture from the University of Idaho.
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Flowering of Houseplants
Name

Season

Light

Temperature F

Water

Hmdty

Bloom

African violet (Saintpaulia ionantha)

all year

bright ind

58-68 n, 62-78 d

mod dry

high

all year

Amaryllis (Hippeastrum sp.)

aut-wtr
spr-sum

bright ind
dir

55-65
55-65

mod dry
mod dry

med
med

wtr-spr

Anthurium (Anthurium sp.)

all year

bright ind

60-65 n, 65+ d

mod moist

high

spr-sum

Azalea (Rhododendron sp.)

*

bright ind

45-55 n, 68 d (or less)

moist

med

spr

Bird of Paradise (Strelitzia reginae)

spr-sum
aut-wtr

dir
dir

60-70
55-60

mod moist
mod dry

high
high

spr-sum

Bromeliad (Aechmea fasciata)

all year

bright ind

55-60 n, 60-70 d

mod dry

med

Cape Primose (Streptocarpus sp.)

all year

bright ind

65-70 n, 75-80 d

moist

high

all year

Cineraria (Senecio cruentus)

*

bright ind

40-45 n, 55-60 d

mod moist

med

spr

Citrus (Citrus sp.)

all year

dir

50-60 n

mod moist-mod dry

high

wtr-spr

Clivia (Clivia miniata)

spr-sum
aut-wtr

bright ind
bright ind

65
50-55

mod moist
mod dry/dry (1 mo)

med
med

spr-sum

Cyclamen (Cyclamen persicum)

aut-spr
sum

bright ind
dir

40-50 n, below 68 d
40-50 n, below 68 d

mod moist
mod dry/dry

med
med

dec-mar

Exacum

*

bright ind

50-55 n, 60-65 d

mod moist

med

Gardenia (G. jasminoides)

all year

dir

60 n, 68-75 d

moist

high

all year

Gloxinia (Sinnigia speciosa)

sum
wtr-spr

bright ind
bright ind

65-70 n, 75 d
65-70 n, 75 d

mod moist
mod dry

high
high

sum

Goldfish plant (Nematanthus sp.)

spr-sum
aut-wtr

bright ind
bright ind

65
60

mod moist
mod dry

high
high

spr-sum

Hardy Lily (Lillium sp.)

*

bright ind

45-60,68 d (or less)

mod moist

med

sum

Hibiscus (H. rosa-sinensis)

spr-sum
aut-wtr

dir
dir

60-65
55-60

moist
mod moist

high
high

sum-aut

Hoya (Hoya camosa)

spr-sum
aut-wtr

dir
dir

60-65
50-55

mod dry
mod dry/dry

med
med

sum-aut

Hydrangea (H. macrophylla)

*

bright ind

55-60 n, 68-72 d

mod moist

med

spr-sum

Kalanchoe (K. blossfeldiana)

all year

dir

50-60n, 65-70 d

mod dry

low

spr

Lady Slipper (Paphiopedilum sp.)

all year

bright ind

60-65 n, 65-75 d

mod moist

high

wtr -spr

Moth orchid (Phalaenopsis sp.)

all year

bright ind

60-65 n, 65-75 d

mod moist

high

spr

Peace lily (Spathiphyllum sp.)

spr-sum
aut-wtr

low-bright ind
low-bright ind

65-70
60-65

mod moist
mod moist

high
high

spr-sum

Reiger begonia (Begonia sp.)

*

bright ind

50-55 n, 65-70 d

mod moist

med

Rex begonia (Begonia sp.)

spr-sum
aut-wtr

bright ind
bright ind

65-70
55-60

moist
mod moist

high
high

spr-aut

Winter jasmine (J. polyanthum)

*

dir/ind

45-60

moist

med

wtr-spr

(Exacum affine)

* to maintain
greenhouseforced bloom

humidity ranges:
low 15 - 20%
medium 40 - 50%
high 50 - 70%

dir / direct
ind / indirect
n / night
d / day

African violet (Saintpaulia ionantha)
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A Greenhouse: Year RoiM$
Permission by Architectural Glass, Inc. in Seattle, Washington
to use greenhouse drawings by Michael Hesler.

c

fixture set on a timer during fall and

and seedlings on “staging” (benching and

winter. Solar-powered ventilation openers

shelves set at working height) is what

provide cooling and mist nozzles add air

most frequently comes to mind when the

moisture. With the provision of proper

word “greenhouse” is mentioned. The

soil and carefully monitored water and

designs maximize light for plants. An¬

plant food, the stage is set for growing

other style is the “Gothic arch” which is

success.

framed with timber, steel, semi-rigid
polyethylene tube, or metal conduit and

Free-standing

Background & Choices

covered with plastic.

Romans as early as the first century A.D.

Today’s emphasis on energy conservation

rigors of winter weather and imagine

were growing fruits and vegetables in

is evident in the “solar” greenhouse,

stepping into the luxurious retreat of a

simple greenhouses, generally using thin

which collects and stores solar heat.

greenhouse where the atmosphere is

sheets of talc or mica to cover their

Custom-designed to fit a given location

deliciously soothing. Inhale air perfumed

coldframes. In Pompeii, archaeologists

and requiring considerable thought and

with the fragrance of roses or the seduc¬

discovered rough glass greenhouses with

effort, the result is an efficient system that

tive aroma of gardenias. Take in the

a hot-air heating system running through

provides suitable growing conditions

transfixing splendor of orchid blossoms.

the walls.

through winter months in such locations

Pick an organically-grown red tomato,

The qualities of the modern greenhouse

as Arizona and New Mexico. In regions

fresh salad greens, or a basket of sweet

go back to the early 1800’s when

strawberries. Enjoy new blossoms of a

wealthy Americans and Europeans built

dwarf banana plant while the snow floats

beautiful glass conservatories called

down outside.

orangeries and pineries to force oranges

Within a greenhouse you grow almost

and pineapples.

anything you want, from the common¬

Today many greenhouses can be built

place to the exotic, year around. Favorite

with modestly-priced, do-it-yourself kits,

plants not hardy enough to survive drops

or with good plans and building materi¬

in outdoor temperatures can thrive therein

als. There are also companies that special¬

all winter. Spring vegetables and bedding

ize in planning and building greenhouses;

plants can be started several months

some of these focus on the design and

earlier than they would otherwise. Rare

construction of elaborate, architectural

plants can be grown from seeds or

“conservatories” or solar rooms. Choices

such as the Northwest, also the Appala¬

cuttings. A greenhouse is also a wonderful

for greenhouse structures include: free¬

chians and New England, a solar green¬

place to rejuvenate house plants. For these

standing units; lean-tos attached to one

house is designed more for spring “starts”

reasons, greenhouse gardening is now

wall of a home; greenhouse rooms,

recognized as one of the leading hobbies

sometimes referred to as atriums or

and for continuing summer growth into
autumn.

of Americans. There are more than two

solariums, within a home; and greenhouse

Lean-tos are attached to one wall of a

and a half million hobby greenhouses in

windows.

house and are easier to heat because one

the United States, and numbers are

When considering a free-standing

wall is insulated by the house. In turn, a

growing.

greenhouse you can choose between a

lean-to will decrease the winter heat loss

With the capacity in a greenhouse for full

permanent structure with heating and

from a house by providing a buffer zone,

control of heat, light, and humidity, you

ventilating equipment or a simpler

since the rate of heat loss from a house is

are able to grow a broad range of plants

structure such as a coldframe (small,

directly proportional to the temperature

and try a variety of new gardening

ground-level greenhouses that shelter

techniques. Heat can be regulated by

plants, not humans, and are most useful

difference between one side of the wall
and the other.

small electric, natural gas, or propane

for “hardening off’ seedlings and cuttings

Greenhouse rooms are a more permaneh^B

heaters. Ideal light conditions can be

before they are planted outdoors).

integral home extension. They can be

created with an adjustable roll-up shade

An even-span, simple, rectangular glass

sunrooms or enclosed porches which

for warmer months and a fluorescent light

structure designed for growing pot plants

provide both extra living space and a

'lose your mind for a moment to the
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(gardening Bli,u<
plant room. These can be designed to fit

to large specimens. And, of course,

in sympathetically with the design of the

obtaining cuttings from friends is a

house and not appear attached. A practi¬

wonderful way to obtain rare specimens.

cal and attractive idea is combining a

Most hobby greenhouses are benched

sunroom with a trellised patio to provide

for working with potted plants at a

a space to receive maximum direct

convenient height. In a larger greenhouse

sunlight during winter months and shade,

you can develop a permanent background

with overhanging foliage (wisteria or

of “architectural” and blooming specimens

honeysuckle, for example), during the

with interesting shapes and flowers.

summer. Grand-scale sunrooms can

Bananas, plumeria, or medinilla in tubs,

encompass the whole side of a house and

or tall climbers, such as lapageria,

span several stories; their designs are

stephanotis, and passiflora, can add airy

often elegant and reminiscent of the

grace to a setting.

Ferocactus

romantic, graceful structures of times past.
In many contemporary cases they are used

Cacti

as solar collectors for some of the home’s

It is understandable why some people

heat.

devote the whole of a greenhouse to a

On a smaller scale, a window greenhouse

collections of cacti and other succulents.

is suitable for a wide variety of house

Cacti offer the fascination of strange

^^ants or vegetables and herbs. This

shapes and colorful flowers and do not

^Prructure consists of a glass, fiberglass, or

demand the same degree of attention as

plastic enclosure projecting out from a

other ornamentals. There is no need to

house and accessible through a window

create a moist atmosphere and little or no

from the inside. (The window should be

watering is needed between November

sliding or sash, not a casement or

and March. These plants merely require a

pivoted,outward-opening variety.) The

lot of light, frost-free conditions, gritty

framework of these structures should be

compost, and ventilation when the

rigid in order to support their significant

temperature reaches 70 degrees F.

weight. The smaller the window green¬
house, the more difficult it is to control its
environment because the air volume

Nearly all cacti are desert species. The
Ludisia discolor, a jewel orchid, so-called for
its velvety dark foliage with white markings.

changes quickly. It is necessary to vent or
exhaust warm air to avoid overheating.

exception are forest, jungle, and orchid
cacti (epiphyllum, zygocactus, and
rhipsalidopsis) which grow on trees in

Orchids

their natural environment in the forests

While each orchid genus has its own

of tropical America and have their own

special needs, there are several cultural

special demanding needs.

Ornamentals

requirements most share in common.

If you want a decorative display of plants

Orchids need constant air moisture, and

of varied shapes and sizes, ornamentals fit

pots should stand on moist gravel. Good

Ferns

the bill, and there are many ways to get

indirect light, screened by roller blinds, is

Ferns were very popularly grown in

started. Many types can be raised from

essential. Also necessary is good ventila¬

Victorian-era conservatories. Today there

seed, which is also an economical way to

tion without drafts. Temperature require¬

is a revival of interest. The special needs

stock your greenhouse. Further, you can

ments vary widely. As a general rule,

of ferns are high humidity, protection

send for catalogues from specialists in

orchids thrive best when there is a

from direct sunlight, and a compost

nighttime temperature drop of 10 degrees

which is moist at all times during the

ting on page 8 ). The Miller Library at

F. Most orchids are “ephiphytes” - living

growing season. An east or north-facing

CUH has a large number of catalogues on

on the bark of trees in the wild. They are

lean-to is ideal. Temperature requirements

file. Local nurseries have fine selections of

grown in special bark mixes; some are

vary by species: some thrive in a cold

unusual plants ranging from starter plants

even mounted on plaques of organic fiber.

house; others demand near-tropical

opical or indoor plants (please refer to
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conditions.

are frequently appropriate. It is important

Spring is the time to repot a fern, when

to shade the glass when the air tempera¬

roots fill the container. Repotting is often

ture nears ninety degrees F., and pots can

an annual task with young specimens.

be moved outside during summer.

You can also propagate rhizome-bearing

Because of the extra ventilation required if

ferns by cutting them in several pieces

an alpine house, the environment excludes

while repotting. The crown of the plant

most other greenhouse plants. Exceptions

should not be buried.

are small bulbs, bonsai trees, and dwarf
conifers, which can add variety to the

Alpines

alpine house.

The cosseted environment of a green¬
house may seem strange for highmountain alpines. However, while some
of the more delicate varieties are content
under an insulating blanket of winter

Plectronthus oertendahlii, a Swedish ivy with dark
mottled foliage and white flowers.

snow, in our milder climate the roots may

kept open most of the year and extra

quickly rot. Soil composition should be

ventilators added to the roof. Watering

peat-based compost with the addition of

should be thorough during the growing

grit, and with a coarse sand or grit cover.

season; spare during winter months. Since

Because good ventilation is vital for

root systems are shallow, pans and half

alpines, doors and windows should be

pots that are sunk in sharp sand or grit

We gratefully acknowledge the sources of
information and ideas for this article: articles by
Carol Yaw, co-owner with her husband of Charley’s
Greenhouse Supply in Mt. Vernon, Washington; The
Greenhouse Expert by P.G. Hessayon, New York:
Expert Books, 1994; Greg Carman, owner of
Architectural Glass, Seattle, Washington; and The
Complete Greenhouse Book by Peter Clegg and Terry
Watkins, Charlotte, Vermont: Garden Way
Publishing, 1978.

Where to look
A selection of companies that supply greenhouses and also products and plants for indoor gardening follows. Two other
locations for sources are Barbara Barton’s treasure trove entitled Gardening by Mail: A Source Book, reviewed in “Library
Resources” on page 10, and the local telephone directory.
Structures & Supplies
Architectural Glass
4260 23rd West
Seattle, WA 98/99
(206) 284-6947
Many styles of custom-built and
manufactured residential and
commercial greenhouses.
Free pamphlet.
Charley’s Greenhouse
Supply
1569 Memorial Highway
Mt. Vernon, WA 98273
(206) 428-2626, (800) 322-4707
Growing supplies, tools, plant
lights, drip and misting systems,
shade fabric, etc. - everything you
need for the interior of a green¬
house. Wide selection of building
materials, including polycarbonate
glazing. Over seventy greenhouse
kits. Ten hobby greenhouses on
display.
Catalogue: $2.

Plants
Abbey Gardens
4620 Carpinteria Avenue
Carpinteria, CA 93013
(805) 684-5112 or 1595
Broad selection of cacti and
succulents, some books.
Catalogue: $2.

Indoor Gardening Supplies
P.0. Box 40567
Detroit, Ml 48240
(313) 426-9080
Growing supplies for indoor and
light gardening and plant propaga¬
tion: lighted plant stands, plant
lights, capillary matting, meters,
timers, pots, trays, etc.
Free catalogue.

Glasshouse Works
P.0. Box 97, Church Street
Stewart, OH 45778
(614) 662-2142
Broad selection of exotic and
tropical plants, including ferns,
gingers, bromeliads. Specialty is
variegated plants and tropical
indoor bonsai.
Catalogue: $2.

Sturdi Built Mfg. Co.
I1304 S.W. Boones Ferry Road
Portland, OR 97219
(503) 244-4100, (800) 722-4115
Redwood greenhouses in a number
of styles, both free-standing and
lean-to; can be customized.
Accessories and equipment.
Free catalogue.

Logee’s Greenhouses
I 41 North Street
Danielson, CT 06239
(203) 774-8038
Extensive selection of begonias and
other greenhouse and exotic plants
- a collector’s dream.
Catalogue: $3.

Turner Greenhouses
P.0. Box 1260
Highway 117 South
Goldsboro, NC 2 7533
(919) 734-8345, (800) 672-4770
Galvanized steel frame greenhouses
with fiberglass or polyethylene
coverings. Full line of equipment,
accessories, books.
Free catalogue.
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Pampered Plant Nursery

P.O. Box 3
Bourbonnais, IL 60914
(815) 937-9387
Tropical fruit plants for green¬
houses.
Catalogue: long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope.
Orchids by Hausermann, Inc
2N134 Addison Road
Villa Park, IL60I8I
(708) 543-6855
Hundreds of orchid species and
hybrids. Provides cultural sugges¬
tions, growing supplies, books.
Catalogue: $ I.
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CLEAN AIR

Its Not a Spacey Idea - Plants Do Clean Indoor Air
then release fresh oxygenated air. While

connected to the home’s heating/cooling

Kmosphere inside space stations, scientists

low levels of chemicals can be removed

system diverts a fourth of the airflow to a

from the National Aeronautics & Space

from indoor environments by plant leaves

solarium.

Administration (NASA), participating

alone, higher concentrates of numerous

Seven of the more aggressive pollution¬

jointly with members from the Associated

toxic chemicals can be removed by

fighting plants are: Philodendron cordatum

Landscape Contractors of America, have

filtering indoor air through the plant roots

(heart-leaf philodendron), P. pertusum (split-

confirmed that many common houseplants

surrounded by activated carbon.

leaf philodendron), Gerberajamesonii

reduce indoor pollutants that unfortunately

A principal scientist in NASA’s environ¬

(gerbera daisy), chrysanthemum,

are all too common, including carbon

mental research, Dr. Bill Wolverton,

spathiphyllum (peace lily), Dracaena

monoxide, benzene, formaldehyde, and

maintains that living in a new, modern

deremensis ‘Warneckii’ and D. marginata

trichloroethylene. These findings have

structure “is like living in a gas chamber”,

(Madagascar dragon tree). Research on the

down-to-earth applications in homes and

primarily because many of these buildings

air purification properties of specific plants

commercial buildings: plants take in air¬

are tightly constructed and thus have low

is in its infancy. In coming years, the

borne contaminants through their leaves

ventilation rates. The Wolverton residence

inventory will inevitably grow - and further

and root/soil systems, filter and break

is a working model of plants-as-cleansers’

corroborate the linkage between plants

down these substances to use as food, and

technology: an air exchange vent

and people.

doing research on cleaning the

jaimmimiiv

President's Message
One of the aspects of horticulture that really appeals to me is the
diversity of opportunities it presents. In addition to the incredible number
of plants or even types of plants (houseplants, perennials, cacti, orchids,
etc.) with which we can become involved, there are numerous creative
opportunities where design issues can be explored. Or consider the
lifetime of experiences available within the field of plant propagation
where scientific methods can be employed to help document explorations
with rooting or grafting or seed germination. Armchair gardeners can find
entertainment in garden photography or reading about the great plant
explorers and horticultural discoveries from times past and places remote.

NORTHWEST PUBLIC CONSERVATORIES

The list goes on...

Bloedel Conservatory

Seymour Conservatory

For those willing to look, NHS presents similar opportunities for educa¬

Located at the top of Queen
Elizabeth Park

Wright Park
316 South G Street
Tacoma, WA 98405
(206) 591-5330
8 a.m. - 4:20 p.m. daily except
Thanksgiving and Christmas
Free
Victorian-style conservatory
dedicated in 1908. Seasonal
floral and special holiday
displays as well as permanent
tropical displays.

tion, discovery, companionship, and creative outlet. Take our annual Fall

(West 33rd and Cambie)

Plant Sale as an example. There are some twenty departments where
your particular plant interest or expertise (houseplants, bonsai, rhododen¬

290 East 51st Avenue
Vancouver, Canada V5X IC5
(604) 872-5513
October - March 10 a.m. - 5
p.m. daily except Christmas;
April - September
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. Monday - Friday,
10 a.m. - 9 p.m. weekends
$3.10 adults, $1.55 seniors and
ages 6-18 (under 6 free)
Volunteer Park Conservatory
Representative of three climate
1400 East Galer
zones: tropical, rain forest, and
Seattle, WA 98112
desert. Free-flying birds,
(206) 684-4743
Japanese koi. Highest point in
Daily 10 a.m. - 4 p.m., including
Vancouver with views encom¬
all holidays
passing Georgia Strait and Mt.
Free
Baker.
Elegant Victorian conservatory
with special bromeliad, cactus,
and succulent collections and
orchids in bloom all year. Special
holiday and seasonal displays are
especially beautiful.

drons, etc.) can be shared with others who have similar interests. Or
maybe you’d like to get involved in our spring Fern Festival, or represent
our organization at the Flower and Garden Show in February. There are
tours and special programs to enjoy. Perhaps you didn 't know we were
presenting University of Washington Landscape Architecture Professor
David Streatfield (January 24th), and internationally-recognized garden
writer Elvin McDonald, who will speak about indoor gardening on
February 7th. And I can hardly wait to hear Brian Mathew, bulb expert
formerly from the Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew, speak on bulbs on
February 28th. Not only can you come to these incredible programs, you
can become directly involved with them. For example, our nationallyknown Seed Exchange is a case where we may be forced to drop the
program unless we find a few new volunteers willing to help manage this
unique member service.
My space is too brief to describe all of our opportunities and activities.
Our goal is to promote horticulture. We need your help and ideas. If you
have a few hours to spare and would like to meet others with similar
interests, just give our office a call (527-1794). Tell us what your
interests are, and we will find some opportunities to match. But you have
to take the first step. Give us a call.
Richard Brown
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Indoor Books Library Redourced
by Valerie Easton

There are a great many books, journals, and catalogues on houseplants and greenhouses.
Described below are a few of the most current and useful resources.

The Complete Guide to Conservatory
Plants
Ann Bonar
London, Collins & Brown, 1992
This is the book to run to for inspiration, with its
beautiful color photos of lush conservatories
filled with wicker and colorful bloom. Bonar’s
plant choices are well described and photo¬
graphed with ideas for artful combinations and
practical advice on managing both the conserva¬
tory environment and care of the plants in every
season.

Reproduced with
permission from Foliage
Plants for Decorating
Indoors by Virginie F.
Elbert and George A.
Elbert. Copyright 1989
by Timber Press, Inc.
All rights reserved.

Greenhouse Gardener’s Companion
Shane Smith
Golden, CO, Fulcrum Publishing, 1992
“Breathe in. The air is rich, humid, fragrant and
full of life - warm on your face. What is it about
a greenhouse or sunspace that feels good to
almost everyone?” So begins this guide to
growing food and flowers under glass. It goes on
to give thorough information on design, plant
selection, and plant care throughout the year.

House Plant Magazine
HousePlant, Inc.
P.O. Box 1638, Elkins, WV 26241
(304) 636-1212 $19.25 yearly, issued quarterly
While many gardening magazines have an
occasional article on indoor gardening, this
journal devotes itself to the subject. A recent
issue has articles on growing herbs indoors,
begonias, and hydrophonics.

Reprinted with permission
of Simon & Schuster from
The New Houseplant:
Bringing the Garden Indoors
by Elvin McDonald.
Copyright I 993 by
Macmillan Publishing
Company. This book can
be ordered directly from
Simon & Schuster
(800) 223-2336.

Foliage Plants for Decorating Indoors:
Plants, Design, Maintenance for Homes,
Offices and Interior Gardens
Virginie F. and George A. Elbert
Portland, Timber Press, 1989
This is one of the most complete books on
houseplants, designed to serve as a reference on
both how to use and care for plants in all kinds
of interior situations. The cultural guide is
illustrated with numerous color photographs,
with descriptions of a great number of species
and cultivars. Particularly useful are the lists of
plants by environmental requirements, with
categories such as “plants requiring more than
fifty percent humidity”, “herbs tolerant of
temperatures below 55 degrees F. ”, and “plants
resistant to pests”.
Gardening by Mail: A Source Book
Barbara Barton
4\ h edition Boston, Houghton-Mifflin, 1994

The New Houseplant: Bringing the
Garden Indoors
Elvin McDonald
New York, Macmillan, 1993
If you are tired of growing near leafless Ficus
benjamina, or too-leafy African violets,
McDonald's chapter “Trouble in Paradise: Bugs,
Blights, and Bloomless Dilemnas” may have the
practical advice you need. The author writes
knowledgeably on all aspects of growing plants
in the home, covering all the practicalities, with
ideas for growing edibles, indoor bonsai, and

orchids, African violets, etc.

Plants and Trees
Alfred Byrd Graf
3rd edition
East Rutherford, NJ: Roehrs Co., 1986
Exotica International:
Pictorial Cyclopedia of Exotic Plants
Alfred Byrd Graf
Series 4, Vol. I & 2
East Rutherford, NJ: Roehrs Co., 1985
These monumental works (each volume is more
than 1,000 pages) form a thorough reference for
houseplants, with thousands of color photos and
plant descriptions. Chapters on care, use,
propagation and pest control, plus maps and
a thorough index make these volumes the
definitive work on tropicals.

New Leaves in Lending
Nearly 650 local gardeners are registered to
borrow books, journals, and videos from the
Miller Library lending collection. Come in and
join their ranks by signing up to borrow three
items for three weeks at a time. Listed below are
some of the new additions to the lending
shelves, purchased with generous donations from
NHS members.
Drought-Tolerant Plants: Waterwise
Gardening for Every Climate
Jane Taylor
Edible Flowers: From Garden to Palate
Cathy Wilkinson Barash
A Garden for Cutting: Gardening for
Flower Arrangements
Margaret Parke
How to Grow Wildflowers
Scott Millard and Eric A. Johnson
The Low-Water Flower Garden
Scott Millard and Eric A. Johnson

cacti gardens.
This directory of mail-order resources lists
nursery catalogues, horticultural societies, and
garden suppliers. Look here to find dozens of
sources for greenhouse equipment, from
ventilators to glazing, and pages of nurseries
stocking tropical plants - hundreds of listings for

Tropica: Color Cyclopedia of Exotic

Variegated Leaves:
The Encyclopedia of Patterned Foliage
Susan Conder
Valerie Easton is a librarian at the Elisabeth
C. Miller Library, CUH.
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Upcoming

NHS SEED EXCHANGEAn International Venture
Our Seed Exchange is offering lots of

Events

interesting seed collected from

MARCH

around the world this year. You will
find an array of seed from New
Zealand as well as from Czechoslova¬

March 4

JANUARY

Beginning January 21

FEBRUARY

10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
The Rhododendron Species
Botanical Garden
Botanical Illustration Series

February 7

Louise Smith, professional

7:30 - 9 p.m. (Coffee at 7)

illustrator. Comprehensive

NHS
Real Gardeners Grow
Houseplants

introduction to scientific
illustration of plants.
Four four-hour sessions.
No previous art classes required.
$90 members; $95 non-members
Preregistration: (206) 838-4646

January 24

m

0-9 p.m. (Coffee at 7)
S and University of Washing¬

ton Department of Landscape

Architecture
Annual Garden History
Lecture:
Modernistic Gardens of the
West Coast

kia, Estonia, Germany, England, and
British Columbia. In addition, there

10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

will be seed from our own natives.

The Arboretum Foundation
Book Sale

You can expect your Seed Exchange
mailing, listing all the seeds available

Free

for ordering and an order form, within

Graham Visitors Center,

the month. As always, plan to get

Washington Park Arboretum

your order in as quickly as possible

(206) 325-4510

because supplies are limited.
The Elisabeth C. Miller Library at
CUH is a wonderful spot to cross-

March 9

reference, in publications such as The

7:30 - 9 p.m.

Bernard E. Harkness Seedlist
Handbook, Hortus, Sunset New

special projects, Brooklyn

CUH
Annual Flower Preview

Western Garden Book, etc., the

Botanic Garden and secretary of

Peggy Campbell, Molbak’s

botanical plant names listed in the

American Horticultural Society;

Nursery

mailing with their more familiar

author of over fifty books,

Preview colorful annual flowers

common names, as well as find plant

including The New Houseplant:

and foliage plants for spring and

descriptions and cultural require¬

Bringing the Garden Indoors.

summer, see the newest cultivars,

ments.

$7 members, $10 non-members

discover great new plants.

The Seed Exchange is made possible

NHS Hall, CUH

$5 Preregistration:

for NHS members through year-long,

Preregistration advised:

(206) 685-8033

volunteer work by its three knowl¬

Elvin McDonald, past director of

(206) 527-1794

February 22-26

edgeable organizers: Marge Baird,

March 10,11,12

Sylvia Duryee, and Marian Kohn.
Brian Mulligan, Director Emeritus of

10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Friday &

the Washington Park Arboretum, is

Wednesday - Saturday 9 a.m. -

Saturday, 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

scientific advisor. Committee

Sunday

members include Jane Blogg, Janet

Quilters Anonymous
Quilt Garden

Dolby, Renee Hill, Otto Kirchner, and

Department of Landscape

9:30 p.m., Sunday 9 a.m. - 7p.m.
Northwest Flower & Garden
Show

Architecture; author of California

$9 at door or $8 in advance at

Springtime display of over 400

Gardens.

any U.S. Bank branch

quilts featuring garden themes.

$5 members; $7 non-members

Washington State Convention

$3

NHS Hall, CUH

Center, Seattle

Commercial Building, Evergreen

Correction: the photograph in Doug

Tickets at the door

(206) 789-5333

State Fair Grounds, Monroe, WA

Bayley’s article "Northwest
Refections on the Changing
American Landscape” in the autumn
94 issue of Garden Notes was
incorrectly attributed to the author.
This striking picture of a Mahonia
species is by horticultural photogra¬
pher David McDonald of Seattle.

David Streatfield, Chairman of
University of Washington

(206) 745-6695

(206) 527-1794

January 26
9 - 11:30 a.m.
CUH
Small Tree Pruning
Lou Stubecki, Certified Arborist
Proper pruning and training to

•

keep your small landscape trees

healthier, safer, more attractive.
nbination lecture and handscourse. $25 Preregistration:

(206) 685-8033

February 28
7:30 - 9 p.m. (Coffee at 7)
NHS
The Bulb Expert on Bulbs

March 21
7:30-9 p.m. (Coffee at 7)

Emmy Ritter.

Brian Mathew, internationally-

NHS
Color Echoes

noted bulb expert; recently

Pamela Harper, well-known

WE OWE IT ALL TO YOU

retired principal scientific officer,

author of Designing with Perenni¬

The NHS Plant Sale in September,

Royal Botanic Gardens at Kew,

als. $7 member; $10 non¬

showcased by warm sunshine and

London; author of thirteen

members NHS Hall, CUH

blue skies, was beautifully organized

books, including Bulbs, Iris,

Preregistration advised:

Hellebores. $7 members; $10

(206) 527-1794

by Doug Bayley. This sale could not
have happened without the
dedication of hours of thoughtful

non-members, NHS Hall, CUH

work and the loyal support by our

Preregistration advised:

many department heads, volunteers,

(206) 527-1794

vendors, and customers. Warmest
thanks to each and everyone.
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Seasoning,*
by Ted Marston
A greenhouse arms a gardener with a sense of power over the vagaries
of nature. Suddenly, the sheltering cover offers unlimited possibilities
for year-round enjoyment of plants, no matter what the temperature or
moisture from above.
When it’s miserable outside, it’s very pleasant to seed, transplant, and
work with plants inside a greenhouse. Part of it is the atmosphere, the
smell of plants and soil. Part is a sense of accomplishment, the
unleashing of nature against the winter cycle outside. And it is the
special comfort of warmth and coziness, particularly when an errant
sun shines to warm the air.
One of the special joys of a greenhouse is to watch and feel the
quickened life of the plants outside. Foliage which may have a dark,
relatively lifeless look in early winter brightens up and looks bouyant
again. Pinch a plant and where one break would occur earlier, the
break in dormancy results in two or three shoots appearing. New
leaves swell and become larger. Buds start reappearing and soon color
is popping out all over.
The Alpine House

In its simplest form, an alpine house is simply a cover, unheated, but
maintaining temperatures above the ambient ranges outside. As
important, if not more, is that plants inside are kept dry, especially
important for the ones which are so susceptible to our winter damp. A
great variety of plants, particularly those from dry, mountainous
regions, will thrive in this winter regime. Alpine houses are in the
greatest ascendancy where the English abound, for they are specially
fond of bringing perfectly flowered tufts and buns to be judged at
early spring flower shows. Although we aren’t so fond of these plant
competitions, the early forcing of a variety of plants, weeks ahead of
natural flowering, is very satisfying indeed.
Even alpine houses can have some sort of supplemental heating system
to prevent the occasional disaster from an Arctic frigid air spill in mid¬

winter. I have a small electric space heater which works nicely in
elevating the temperatures, especially when the house is tightly sealed
against air leaks.
The Cool House

Daytime temperatures usually won’t be warmer that 55 to 60 degrees
F., while nighttime temperatures will average between 45 to 50
degrees. Heating will be required to maintain nighttime temperatures,
and on the dark, gray days, to provide the higher daytime needs.
There are a wide variety of plants which thrive in these cool condi¬
tions. Many kinds of orchids, such as paphiopedilums, cymbidiums and
dendrobiums, a variety of ferns, a lot of different cacti, popular spring
bulbs being forced, citrus, fuchsias - all prefer a cool greenhouse.
The Warm Greenhouse

Truly tropical plants like bougainvillea, hibiscus, most of the
gesneriads, and many kinds of orchids prefer the temperatures of a
warm greenhouse, where nighttime temperatures are maintained at 60
degrees F. or above.
Every greenhouse has microclimates - corners where it’s cooler or
warmer than the overall greenhouse. Many plants are tolerant of a wide
range of temperatures. Part of the fun of greenhouse growing is
learning what grows best where...trial and error, day by day, season by
season.
Like the gardening year outdoors, the tempo of greenhouse gardening
quickens as days lengthen and the light grows stronger, but this wakeup comes weeks earlier than outdoors in this climate. That’s when you^
wish that the greenhouse was twice as large for space becomes a
m
precious commodity.
T ^
Ted Marston is a Northwest horticultural writer who has contributed to Sunset
Magazine, American Horticulturist, and Family Circle.
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Astrophytum ornatum, the star cactus.

